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Triblock terpolymers exhibit a rich self-organization behavior including the formation of
fascinating cylindrical core–shell structures with a phase separated corona. After crystallizationinduced self-assembly of polystyrene-block-polyethylene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) triblock
terpolymers (abbreviated as SEMs = Styrene-Ethylene-Methacrylates) from solution, worm-like
core–shell micelles with a patchy corona of polystyrene and poly(methyl methacrylate) were
observed by transmission electron microscopy. However, the solution structure is still a matter of
debate. Here, we present a method to distinguish in situ between a Janus-type (two faced) and a
patchy (multiple compartments) conﬁguration of the corona. To discriminate between both
models the scattering intensity must be determined mainly by one corona compartment. Contrast
variation in small-angle neutron scattering enables us to focus on one compartment of the
worm-like micelles. The results validate the existence of the patchy structure also in solution.

1

Introduction

Block copolymers exhibit a rich and fascinating self-assembly
behavior in bulk and in selective solvents.1–4 A lot of the
occuring structures are promising for applications in drug delivery,
optoelectronics or as scaﬀolds for nanoparticle assembly.5–10
Choosing the block length and the proper solvent conditions a
huge variety of diﬀerent structures can be generated.11
Many of the solution-based assemblies can be summarized
under the term multicompartment micelles. Similar to proteins,
multicompartment micelles combine diﬀerent physical nanoenvironments in well-segregated compartments and exhibit
a rich phase behavior including remarkably complex selfassemblies. They show a compartmentalization either of the
core or the corona.12–15 Surface-compartmentalized particles
exhibit useful features for several applications, e.g., the formation of hierarchically ordered superstructures, the use as
a
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potential scaﬀolds for the directed incorporation of metallic
nanoparticles or as surfactants and emulsiﬁers.16–20 Regarding
corona-compartmentalized structures, Janus particles16,21
have been formed by template-assisted approaches while
solution self-assembly mostly results in patchy particles,20,22,23
i.e., structures with more than two surface compartments.
Whereas there are well-known examples for one-dimensional
structures with compartmentalized cores12 or a Janus-like
corona,24,25 the majority of patchy particles are spherical in
nature. Even though theoretical simulations by Binder et al.
suggest the existence of one-dimensional nanostructures with
patch-like compartmentalization of the corona,26–28 only a few
examples have actually been published. For example, Liu et al.
produced cylindrical micelles by dialysis of a triblock terpolymer
against selective solvents that are able to further organize to
double and triple helices.30
In recent years, a new way of synthesizing stable anisotropic
particles exploiting block copolymers with one crystallizable
block moved into the focus of several research groups.29 Among
these, polyferrocenylsilane containing block copolymers have
been investigated most intensively, revealing a multitude of
unprecedented structures, such as block co-micelles, scarf-like
micelles and supramolecular brush layers.31–33 The solution
self-assembly of these crystalline-coil block copolymers is controlled by temperature or by the addition of a non-solvent for
the crystallizable block, which induces crystallization. Especially, cylindrical or worm-like micelles with high aspect ratios
have raised interest in bioscience and materials science.29,34
Recently, we have developed the preparation of worm-like
crystalline core micelles with a patchy corona from semi-crystalline
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polystyrene-block-polyethylene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate)
(SEM) triblock terpolymers in organic solvents. Our method
provides a straightforward bottom-up strategy for building up
one-dimensional patchy nanostructures via crystallizationinduced self-assembly. The structure formation is triggered
simply by a decrease in temperature that induces crystallization of the polyethylene (PE) middle block.35,36 Transmission electron microscopy revealed that the corona
exhibits a patchy structure made of microphase-separated
polystyrene (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
enclosing the crystalline PE core. The complexity of surfacecompartmentalized nanostructures complicates the determination of the morphology and dimensions. Up to now, morphological information has been obtained by imaging techniques
that usually were applied to dried samples. To get a deeper
insight into dissolved worm-like crystalline core micelles,
scattering methods such as small-angle neutron scattering
are powerful tools as has been shown for worm-like or
Janus-type structures by Fütterer et al.37 and by Walther
et al.,38 respectively. Here, we present the ﬁrst in situ
shape sensitive investigation of patchy worm-like micelles
from a SEM triblock terpolymer. To achieve this goal,
a theoretical model for these complex structures is
developed and experimentally veriﬁed by small-angle neutron
scattering on patchy worm-like crystalline core micelles
containing deuterated polystyrene blocks (dSEM) at a selected
contrast.

2
2.1

Experimental section
Synthesis and sample preparation

The dSEM triblock terpolymer was obtained by catalytic
hydrogenation of the corresponding dSBM (B = poly(1,4butadiene)) triblock terpolymer precursor synthesized by
sequential anionic polymerization. The polystyrene block of
the precursor was fully deuterated. The composition of the
dSBM precursor is determined to be S47dB24M85
29 by a combination of MALDI-TOF and 1H-NMR, which results in
S47dE24M86
29 after hydrogenation (subscripts denote the mass
fraction in percent, the superscript gives the overall molecular
weight in kg per mol, and d indicates that the PS block is fully
deuterated). The formula of the investigated S47dE24M86
29 can
also be expressed in terms of the number of monomer units
and would read S359dE747M250. Full saturation of the double
bonds was conﬁrmed by 1H-NMR in deuterated toluene at
65 1C. A detailed description of the synthesis of the SEM
terpolymer is given in the literature.35 Micelles of S47dE24M86
29
are formed by crystallization induced self-assembly upon
cooling.36 As the polyethylene block in a 10 g L1 solution
melts at a peak melting temperature Tm = 45 1C and crystallizes at Tc = 21 1C, the solutions for the scattering experiments
were prepared as follows: to eliminate any inﬂuence of thermal
history, 10 g L1 of the dSEM were dissolved in the corresponding solvent, e.g., in tetrahydrofuran (THF) or a mixture
of protonated and deuterated THF (deuteration degree
99.5%, Deutero GmbH) at 65 1C. After 1 h the solutions
were quenched down to 20 1C in a water-bath and equilibrated
for two days.
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2.2 Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS)
The SANS data were obtained using the KWS 1 instrument
at the FRM II in Munich, Germany. The raw data were
corrected for background, solvent and empty cell scattering
by the use of the software provided by the Jülich Center for
Neutron Science (JCNS) at the FRM II. Absolute intensities
were obtained by using a calibrated reference scatterer. For all
data sets, the rate of incoherent scattering caused by the
protons was determined at high scattering vector, set as a
constant and subtracted from the raw data.
2.3 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
For TEM studies the solutions were diluted to 1 g L1.
Samples were prepared by placing a drop of the solution on
a carbon-coated copper grid. After 20 s, excess solution was
removed by blotting with a ﬁlter paper. Subsequently, elastic
bright-ﬁeld TEM was performed on a Zeiss 922 OMEGA
EFTEM (Zeiss NTS GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany) operated
at 200 kV. Staining was performed with RuO4 vapor for at
least 20 min. RuO4 is known to selectively stain PS, which
enables to distinguish between PS and PMMA domains in the
corona of the micelles.

3

Results and discussion

3.1 TEM micrographs
Recently, the formation of worm-like crystalline core micelles
with a patch-like corona from a polystyrene-block-polyethyleneblock-poly(methyl methacrylate) triblock terpolymer was
reported.35,36 2D 1H-NMR NOESY techniques applied to a
in toluene pointed to a micro phase-separation
S39E21M91.5
40
of the corona.35 However, this technique is not able to
distinguish between a Janus-type (two-faced) or a patchy
(multiple PS and PMMA compartments) conﬁguration of
the corona. Hence, the assumption of a patchy worm-like
structure in solution was based on TEM studies. Fig. 1 shows
a TEM micrograph of the structures formed by quenching a
solution of S47dE24M86
29 from 65 1C to 20 1C. In order to
distinguish the diﬀerent compartments in the corona in the
dried state, the PS domains were stained with RuO4. The TEM
micrographs clearly exhibit similar patch-like compartments
of the corona both in THF (see Fig. 1(a)) and in deuterated
THF (see Fig. 1(b)). Hence, a change in the corona structure
due to isotope eﬀects of the solvent can be ruled out. In many
sections an alternating array of the PS patches along the core
of the worm-like crystalline core micelles is observed. THF is a
good solvent for both PS and PMMA and the adopted randomcoil conﬁguration of the chains results in diﬀerent dimensions of
the hemi-shells. A detailed discussion about TEM and cryoTEM studies on worm-like crystalline core micelles formed by
SEM terpolymers can be found elsewhere.35,36
3.2 Solution structures as obtained from SANS
Scattering techniques provide knowledge about the solution
structure without perturbing the sample. Moreover, in the case
of neutron scattering, contrast variation using deuterated
monomers reveals details of the internal structure in a unique
way. SANS data taken at highest contrast between solvent and
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2012, 14, 12750–12756
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Note that in the notation the dependence on the concentration
of the dissolved particles is suppressed. The q-independent
incoherent contribution Iincoh of individual particles must be
subtracted carefully from experimental data in order to obtain
meaningful results on the structure and interaction of the
dissolved particles.41 Due to the mesoscopic scale of the particles, the solvent will be modeled as structureless continuum
providing a homogeneous scattering length density bsolvent.
In order to take into account particle polydispersity we
consider a multicomponent system involving n species of particles
with particle numbers NO (1 r O r n) in the volume V. Each
particle of a species O carries nO scattering units. In the case of
the triblock terpolymer micelles under consideration, it proves
convenient to assign an index j (1 r j r nO) to scattering units,
and to order them such that units 1 r j r n(E)
O belong to the
compound PE, n(E)
+ 1 r j r n(E)
+ n(M)
belong to
O
O
O
(M)
the compound PMMA, and n(E)
O + nO + 1 r j r nO belong
to the compound PS. The coherent contribution to the scattering
intensity in the n-component system is given by
Icoh ðqÞ ¼

n
X

IOP ðqÞ;

ð2Þ

O;P¼1

with the partial scattering intensities

+
*
nO X
NO X
nP X
NP
ðaÞ
ðgÞ
iq rjO rkP
1 X
ðaÞ
ðgÞ
: ð3Þ
Db~ Db~ e
IOP ðqÞ ¼
V j¼1 k¼1 a¼1 g¼1 jO kP
Here, r(a)
jO is the position vector of the jth scattering unit of the
ath particle of species O. The diﬀerence in the scattering length
of this scattering unit and the average scattering length of the
solvent is denoted as Db˜(a)
jO , and hi denotes an ensemble
average. It proves convenient to decompose the partial scattering intensities according to
IOP(q) = rOoO(q)dOP + rOrPhOP(q),

(4)

where
V
hOP ðqÞ ¼
NO NP
Fig. 1 TEM micrographs of the self-assembled structure of S47dE24M86
29
(1 g L1) in THF (a) and deuterated THF (b). The PS domains are
stained with RuO4 and therefore visible as dark gray areas.

solute are used to explore the shape of the entire species. At
intermediate and low contrast local details of the self-assembled
structures can be detected. The scattering intensities of such a
contrast series can be interpreted by applying models with appropriate geometry and scattering length density distribution.38–42
3.2.1 Scattering intensity. SANS determines the scattering
intensity I(q) as a function of the scattering vector q and
the concentration of the dissolved particles. In addition to
the coherent scattering intensity Icoh(q), there is always an
incoherent contribution Iincoh that is due to the protons
present in the particles under consideration. The scattering
intensity can be written as
I(q) = Icoh(q)+Iincoh.
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(1)

*

nO X
NO X
nP X
NP
X



ðaÞ

ðgÞ

ðaÞ
ðgÞ iq rjO rkP
Db~jO Db~kP e

+
:

j¼1 k¼1 a¼1 g¼1
gaa

ð5Þ
is a particle-averaged total correlation function for pairs of
particles of species O and P. The number density of particles of
species O is designated as rO = NO/V. The particle-averaged
intramolecular correlation function

+
*
nO X
NO
nP X
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
1 X
ðaÞ ~ðaÞ iq rjO rkO
~
ð6Þ
Db Db e
oO ðqÞ ¼
NO j¼1 k¼1 a¼1 jO kO
characterizes the scattering length distribution, and hence also
the geometric shape of particles of species O. While the
particle-averaged intramolecular correlation functions account
for the interference of radiation scattered from diﬀerent parts
of individual particles in a scattering experiment, the local
order in the ﬂuid is characterized by the total correlation
functions. For ﬂexible particles the intramolecular correlation
functions depend on the particle number density and follow
from a statistical average over particle conﬁgurations.
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As suggested by the imaging data (see Fig. 1), the triblock
terpolymer micelles may be considered as worm-like core–shell
cylinders with phase-separated shells. In the scattering vector
regime of a SANS experiment both the contour length and the
persistence length cannot be resolved for rather long and stiﬀ
cylindrical particles.41,44 As a prerequisite for the following
analysis we have conﬁrmed that the scattering intensity of a
homogeneous weakly bendable cylinder with the same
conﬁguration as the triblock terpolymer micelle shown in the
inset of Fig. 1(b) is nearly indistinguishable from the scattering
intensity of a corresponding homogeneous rigid cylinder in the
scattering vector regime accessible by SANS. Hence, only
the scattering intensity of rigid cylinders is considered in the
analysis of the SANS experiments. In the limit of a continuous
distribution of scattering units, the intramolecular correlation
function of randomly oriented core–shell cylinders is given by
1
oO ðqÞ ¼
4p

Z2p

Zp
df

0

dy sin y FO ðq; y; fÞFO ðq; y; fÞ

ð7Þ

0

with
FO ðq; y; fÞ ¼

ZL=2

Z1
dz

L=2

Z2p
drr

0

dfr DbO ðr; fr ; zÞeiqr :

ð8Þ

0

Here, q = q(sin y cos f, sin y sin f, cos y) is the scattering
vector described by spherical coordinates and r = (r cos fr,
r sin fr, z) denotes the position vector of a scattering unit of an
individual core–shell cylinder described by cylindrical coordinates. The origin of the coordinates is taken to be the center of
the cylinder of length L and DbO(r,fr,z) denotes the scattering
length density function, which speciﬁes the internal structure
of an individual core–shell cylinder. For the triblock terpolymer
micelles the index O in eqn (2), (4), (7), and (8) allows one to
take into account polydispersity of the scattering length
density function.
3.2.2 Janus type and patchy cylinders. As Fig. 2 illustrates,
the cylinders are characterized by a core–shell structure with
a PE core of radius RE marked in gray and a biphasic
PS-PMMA shell consisting of regions of unlike size and
scattering length densities shown in blue and red. Hence, the
scattering length density function equals DbE, DbS, and DbM in
the regions marked in gray, blue, and red, respectively. More
speciﬁcally, two shell patterns will be distinguished. (i)
Fig. 2(a): a Janus-type architecture, i.e., the shell consists of
two homogeneous hemi-shells which might have diﬀerent or
similar extensions (RS and RM) and unlike scattering length
densities. (ii) Fig. 2(b): the two inhomogeneous hemi-shells
consist of alternating regions of scattering length densities.
Here, DS and DM describe the lengths of the alternating
regions of the so-called patchy cylinder. Fig. 3(a) displays
scattering intensities for noninteracting (hOP(q) = 0) and
monodisperse (n = 1) cylinders of length L = 425.5 nm and
radii RE = 4.3 nm, RM = 15.5 nm, RS = 22.0 nm as
calculated from eqn (1)–(8). The dashed lines show the results
for Janus cylinders (see Fig. 2(a)), while the solid lines
represent the scattering intensities of patchy cylinders (see
Fig. 2(b)) with DM = DS = 22.4 nm. All scattering intensities
This journal is
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Fig. 2 Illustrations of two possible architectures of micro phaseseparated shells of cylindrical particles. The cylinders are characterized
by a core–shell structure with a PE core of radius RE marked in gray and a
biphasic PS-PMMA shell consisting of regions of unlike size and scattering
length densities marked in blue and red. In the main text the cylindrical
particles are denoted as Janus cylinders (a) and patchy cylinders (b).

are normalized to the volume fraction f = rO/VO, where VO is
the particle volume. Moreover, the ratio of the scattering
length density diﬀerences of PS and PE is DbS/DbE =
0.751, where DbE = bsolvent  bE and bE = 0.34 
1010 cm2 are the scattering length densities of the solvent
and PE, respectively. For comparison, three values of the ratio
of the scattering length density diﬀerences of PS and PMMA
DbS/DbM are considered, where DbS/DbM = 6.859 (data set in
the middle) corresponds to PS and PMMA in THFH. The
scattering intensities shown in Fig. 3(a) have the following
features. They exhibit the q1 scaling relation (short dotted
line) for small scattering vectors which is characteristic for the
linear arrangement of scattering units along the main axis of a
cylinder. For the patchy cylinders (solid lines), the scattering
intensity exhibits a minimum at q E 0.14 nm1, while for
the Janus cylinders no minimum is observed, provided
DbS/DbM \ 6.859/3. From the ﬁgure it is apparent that the
existence or absence of a minimum of the scattering intensity
at intermediate scattering vectors allows one to distinguish
Janus cylinders from patchy cylinders provided the ratio of
two scattering length density diﬀerences of the biphasic shell is
suﬃciently large. In addition we note that the scattering
intensity of a homogeneous cylinder of similar size does not
exhibit a minimum at q E 0.14 nm1 as is apparent from the
lower dotted line in Fig. 3(a).
In Fig. 3(b) the experimental scattering intensity of the
triblock terpolymer micelles in pure THFH is compared to
the calculated results for noninteracting patchy cylinders. For
the morphological study this contrast condition is well suited
due to the fact that the scattering pattern mainly is determined
by the deuterated PS patch of the shell. The model parameters
are the same as for the solid middle line in Fig. 3(a) except for
the lengths of the alternating regions of the shell which are
given by DM = 14.0 nm and DS = 29.0 nm. Hence we take
into account that the size of the PMMA block (M29) characterized by DM, RM is smaller than the size of the PS block
(S47d) characterized by DS, RS. The ratio of the size of the
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2012, 14, 12750–12756
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intermediate scattering vectors q A [0.03,0.1] are due to the
fact that the PS and PMMA blocks do not form perfect patchy
half-cylinders as is assumed in the model shown in Fig. 2(b).
Nevertheless, the combination of Fig. 3(a) and (b) demonstrates that patchy triblock terpolymer micelles are indeed
present in THFH. For comparison we emphasize that experimentally determined scattering intensities of Janus cylinders
do not exhibit minima at intermediate scattering vectors in
agreement with the calculated results shown in Fig. 3(a).38
Although eqn (7) and (8) have been derived for a rigid
cylinder of a deﬁnite shape illustrated in Fig. 2, in reality
concentration ﬂuctuations of the PS and PMMA polymer
chains contribute to the scattering intensity. On the basis of
our experience with various polymer nanoparticles43–46 we
expect that the contribution of the polymer concentration
ﬂuctuations becomes important for large scattering vectors
q \ 0.3 nm1. Within a Gaussian approximation the scaling
relation Icoh(q) B q2 is valid for large scattering vectors as
indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 3(b). Moreover, we have
conﬁrmed that moderate size polydispersity (e.g., DS = 29.0 
3.0 nm) does not lead to pronounced changes of the calculated
scattering intensity. Therefore, one may consider a monodisperse model system as an appropriate approximation.

Fig. 3 (a) Comparison of the scattering intensity Icoh(q)/f of Janus
cylinders (dashed lines, see Fig. 2(a)) with the scattering intensity of
patchy cylinders (solid lines, see Fig. 2(b)) with DM = DS = 22.4 nm.
The curves have been calculated according to eqn (1)–(8) with hOP(q) = 0
and n = 1, i.e., for noninteracting and monodisperse cylinders. The
remaining model parameters are given by L = 425.5 nm, RE =
4.3 nm, RM = 15.5 nm, RS = 22.0 nm, DbS/DbE = 0.751 and DbE =
0.52  1010 cm2. Moreover, the ratio of the scattering length density
diﬀerence of PS and PMMA decreases from top to bottom according
to DbS/DbM = 6.859  3, 6.859, 6.859/3, where the value 6.859
corresponds to the actual experimental system discussed in panel (b).
In addition the lower dotted line depicts the scattering intensity of
a homogeneous cylinder with DbS/DbE = DbS/DbM = 1 and RM =
RS = 15.5 nm. For clarity, the upper and lower data sets have been
shifted up and down, respectively, by a factor of 102. (b) Measured
scattering intensity of the triblock terpolymer micelles (10 g L1) in
THFH (symbols) together with the calculated results for noninteracting
patchy cylinders (solid line). The model parameters are the same as for
the solid middle line in panel (a) except for DM = 14.0 nm and DS =
29.0 nm. The short dotted lines in panels (a) and (b) represent two
asymptotic scaling laws as discussed in the main text.

three-dimensional patches DS(R2S  R2E)/(DM(R2M  R2E)) =
4.35 is similar to the cube of the ratio of the mass fractions of
the one-dimensional PS and PMMA chains (47/29)3 = 4.26.
From the ﬁgure it is apparent that the experimentally determined scattering intensity (symbols) exhibits a pronounced
minimum at q E 0.14 nm1 which is characteristic for a
patchy cylinder as discussed above. The deviations between
the experimental data and the calculated results (solid line) for
12754
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3.2.3 Contrast variation. Fig. 4(a) displays SANS intensities
of the triblock terpolymer micelles in diﬀerent THFD : THFH
mixtures corresponding to diﬀerent scattering length densities
of the solvent (symbols). Such a contrast variation allows
consistency checks of the theoretical modeling because the
contribution of the three polymers PE, PMMA, and PS to the
scattering intensity depends sensitively on the scattering length
density of the solvent. The ﬁgure demonstrates that varying
the scattering length contrast leads to marked diﬀerences in
the scattering intensities. In particular, the minima of the
scattering intensities of the lower two data sets disappear upon
increasing the scattering length density of the solvent (upper
three data sets) due to an increasing contribution of PE to the
scattering intensity. The pronounced minima reﬂect the phaseseparated shell of patchy cylinders (see Fig. 2(b)) while the
homogeneous PE core cylinder does not lead to a minimum in
this scattering vector regime.
The dashed lines in Fig. 4(a) show the calculated results for
noninteracting patchy cylinders using the same model parameters as in Fig. 3(b). Some features of the measured scattering
intensities such as the disappearance of the minimum upon
increasing the scattering length density of the solvent are
captured by the theoretical approach. However, the calculated
results for noninteracting patchy cylinders and the experimental data deviate due to interactions between the micelles.
The concentration 10 g L1 is ten times higher than the one
used for the TEM micrographs shown in Fig. 1. This rather
high polymer concentration was necessary in order to obtain a
good signal-to-noise ratio. We emphasize that neither modeling
the cores of the elongated micelles as one-dimensionally connected objects such as worm-like or helical-like chains nor
taking into account the semicrystallinity of PE47 leads to a
peak of the scattering intensities at q E 0.1 nm1 in the cases
of dominating contributions of PE to the scattering intensities
(upper three data sets in Fig. 4(a)). In order to justify the
This journal is
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Fig. 4 (a) Measured scattering intensity Icoh(q)/f of the triblock
terpolymer micelles at concentration 10 g L1 (symbols). The scattering
length densities of the solvent increases from bottom to top (bsolvent =
0.18, 1.36, 3.23, 5.13, 6.32  1010 cm2) while the corresponding ratios
of the scattering length density diﬀerences of the micelles are given by
DbS/DbM = 6.859, 19.731, 1.531, 0.337, 0.033 and DbS/DbE =
0.751, 0.187, 0.057, 0.015, 0.002, with DbE = bsolvent  bE and
bE = 0.34  1010 cm2. The four lower scattering intensities are
shifted down by a factor of 102, 104, 106, 108, respectively. The dashed
lines represent calculated results for noninteracting (hOP(q) = 0)
patchy cylinders using the same model parameters as in Fig. 3(b). In
the case of the solid lines a contribution of the total correlation
function hOP(q) to the scattering intensity is taken into account. For
the lowest scattering length density of the solvent the solid line is
nearly indistinguishable from the dashed line. (b) Comparison of the
normalized measured scattering intensity of the triblock terpolymer
micelles at concentration 10 g L1 (open circles) with the corresponding data at 40 g L1 (solid squares) in fully deuterated THF
(bsolvent = 6.32  1010 cm2). The diﬀerences between the open and
solid symbols reﬂect pair correlations between the micelles.

argumentation based on our additional calculations of various
intramolecular correlation functions, we have performed a
scattering experiment for an even higher micelle concentration
40 g L1 in fully deuterated THF (solid squares in Fig. 4(b)).
Indeed the observed peak of the scattering intensity is more
pronounced as compared to the one for 10 g L1 (open circles
in Fig. 4(b)) due to increased interparticular correlations.
This interpretation is consistent with the observation that
the 40 g L1 sample was rather viscous whereas the 10 g L1
This journal is
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sample exhibited ﬂuid-like properties. Moreover, a third sample
containing 50 g L1 triblock terpolymer micelles formed a
free-standing gel in a simple test tube inversion experiment due
to enhanced interparticular correlations.
In order to understand the liquid structure in more detail,
the particle-averaged total correlation function hOP(q) deﬁned
in eqn (5) has been calculated using the polymer reference
interaction site integral equation theory (see ref. 48 and
references therein). In contrast to the successful application of this
theoretical approach to various polymer nanoparticles,43,45–47,49 it
was not possible to achieve such good agreement between the
integral equation theory for the rigid patchy cylinders shown
in Fig. 2(b) and the experimental data sets across the entire
q-range and for all scattering length contrasts given by the
symbols in Fig. 4(a). The diﬀerences between the measured
and calculated results may be due to a number of possible factors
with the most critical being the model assumption that the PS
and PMMA polymer chains form a rigid biphasic shell. Due to
molecular ﬂexibility, the contribution to the scattering features
from intermolecular PS and PMMA correlations is less
pronounced than the corresponding one of a rigid biphasic shell.
Having observed that the integral equation theory for the
initial rigid patchy cylinders did not lead to a good description
of all available scattering data, only contributions to
the particle-averaged total correlation function arising from
patchy cylinders with an eﬀective radius Reﬀ = 11.5 nm were
considered. The calculated scattering intensities from this
model (solid lines in Fig. 4(a)) are comparable to the experimental data. Notably, little overall contribution to the scattering
features was observed from the total correlation function in
the case of the lowest scattering length density of the solvent
(lowest data set in Fig. 4(a)), due to the presence of both
positive and negative contributions of the compartments of
the triblock terpolymer micelles. The peak at q E 0.1 nm1
observed for the three upper data sets in Fig. 4(a) can be
interpreted as a sign of intermediate range order with a
characteristic real space distance of 2p/q E 63 nm. Future
theoretical work may focus on a detailed understanding of
local order in ﬂuids consisting of patchy cylinders.
Finally, we note that the experimentally determined scattering
intensities shown in Fig. 4(a) can be split consistently into
three parts according to (see ref. 42 and references therein)
Icoh(q) = (b˜  bsolvent)2IS(q) + 2(b˜  bsolvent)ISI(q) + II(q),
(9)
where b˜ E 3.2  1010 cm2 is the average scattering length
density of the triblock terpolymer micelles. The ﬁrst term IS(q)
is the normalized scattering intensity of chemically homogeneous micelles, while II(q) is related to the scattering length
inhomogeneity of the triblock terpolymer micelles. The cross
term ISI(q) between the former contributions can take negative
values. In general all three terms can be extracted from
experimental data if scattering intensities have been measured
at least at three diﬀerent scattering length densities of the
solvent. For the triblock terpolymer micelles under consideration the scattering length density independent term II(q) is very
similar to the middle data set in Fig. 4(a). Moreover, IS(q) can
be considered as the normalized scattering intensity measured
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2012, 14, 12750–12756
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at inﬁnite contrast, where the last two terms in eqn (9) can be
neglected. The functional shape of IS(q) is similar to the upper
data set in Fig. 4(a) for q t 0.1 nm1.
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Conclusion

SANS data have been collected for polystyrene-blockpolyethylene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) triblock terpolymer
micelles in organic solvents. The structure of these micelles
dissolved in protonated tetrahydrofuran has been elucidated
by comparing the experimentally determined scattering intensity to the calculated one for a patchy cylinder (see Fig. 3(b)).
Moreover, the theoretical analysis revealed that SANS allows
one to distinguish patchy cylinders from Janus cylinders (see
Fig. 3(a)). The combined experimental and theoretical study
shows the presence of alternating polystyrene and poly(methyl
methacrylate) regions in the shell of the patchy, cylindrical
triblock terpolymer micelles (see Fig. 2(b)).
It has not been possible to use the polymer reference integral
equation theory for rigid patchy cylinders to interrogate the
scattering data of the triblock terpolymer micelles at rather
high concentration in various mixtures of protonated and
deuterated tetrahydrofuran. The principle reason for this
may be that the amorphous polystyrene and poly(methyl
methacrylate) chains forming the shell of the core–shell
micelles require chain ﬂexibility to be taken into account.
However, consistent information was obtained by separating
the data analysis into two portions, analyzing the scattering
data considering noninteracting patchy cylinders (see dashed
lines in Fig. 4(a)) and taking into account interparticular
correlations from patchy cylinders with an eﬀective shell
radius (see solid lines in Fig. 4(a)). Upon further increasing
the micelle concentration the SANS data show, categorically, the
presence of pronounced interparticular correlations (see Fig. 4(b)).
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